Upcoming International Conferences, November - December 2010

   November 24, 2010 – November 25, 2010, Siam University, Bangkok, Thailand
   Important Dates:
   Deadline for submission of full-length papers: July 1, 2010
   Acceptance/Rejection notification for regular papers: September 1, 2010

2. 2010 IEEE Conference on Open Systems (ICOS2010)
   5 - 7 December 2010, Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA
   http://www.mypels.org/icos2010/
   Important dates:
   Paper Submission Deadline: 21 July 2010
   Notification of Acceptance: 21 Aug 2010
   Early Bird Registration: 18 Sept 2010
   Final Registration & Payment: 18 October 2010
   Final Camera Ready Paper Submission: 3 November 2010

3. The 2010 International Conference on Database Theory and Application (DTA)
   http://www.sersc.org/DTA2010/
   Important Dates:
   Paper Submission Deadline: June 30, 2010
   Acceptance Notification: August 10, 2010
   Camera Ready Submission and Registration Due: September 10, 2010

4. ICDM ’10: The 10th IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM)
   December 13-17, 2010, Sydney, Australia
   http://datamining.it.uts.edu.au/icdm10/
   Important Dates:
   Jul 02, 2010: Deadline for full paper submission
   Jul 13, 2010: Deadline for demo and tutorial proposals
Sep 17, 2010: Notification of acceptance of papers

Oct 11, 2010: Camera-ready copies and copyright forms